Creating Flipcharts
Using Restrictors

Restrictors can be used to restrict an object’s movement: vertically, horizontally, freely, or along a path. For example, on the flipchart page below, the ladybug is grouped with a textbox, which is not seen since it is off the page. Let’s add a restrictor to it so the ladybug can only move horizontally.

Restricting Motion of an Object to Horizontally or Vertically

1. Turn on “Design Mode”.
2. Click the ladybug to select it so the “Object Edit” toolbar appears. Click the “Object Edit Menu” button (see below).
3. Choose “Property Browser” from the menu.
5. Turn off “Design Mode” before you try your ladybug’s movement.
Restricting Motion of an Object to Move Along a Path

On the flipchart page above, you are going to restrict the movement of the moon around the earth by having it follow the red path that you drew with the pen. To do this:

1. Turn on “Design Mode”.
2. Click the moon to select it so the “Object Edit” toolbar appears. Click the “Object Edit Menu” button.
3. Choose “Property Browser” from the menu.
4. Under “Restrictors”, look for the “Can Move” submenu and choose “Along Path”.
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5. Click the “…” button. Choose the pen object that shows the red path that you drew and click “OK”.

6. To make your red line invisible, click the line to select it.
7. Go into “Property Browser” → “Appearance” → “Visible” → “False”.
8. Turn off “Design Mode”.

Your line should disappear and the moon should now be restricted to moving around the earth.